PART STRING
D27-12-4/D102/(2)/D78/70MH-MT/MED/FDR/TBK

TYPE A
IES CUTOFF

FDR
TYPE V GLASS REFRINGE LENS

POLE DETAILS
 Shaft
Ø6" Fluted Aluminum .188 Wall
#6005-T5 Aluminum
Base
Cast Aluminum (A319 Alloy)
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NOTICE: THIS DRAWING IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. CHECK FOR LATEST REVISION PRIOR TO ORDERING. THIS DRAWING SHOULD ACCOMPANY YOUR ORDER. THANK YOU

FILE NAME
Atlantic Mall - Savannah_34215.dwg

NOTES

GENERAL:
EXTERIOR HARDWARE WILL BE STAINLESS STEEL.
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS WILL BE ETL LISTED "SUITABLE FOR WET LOCATIONS."